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Abstract.

We examine optimality questions in the following information

retrieval problem: Given a set S of n keys, store them so that

queries of the form "Is XE S ?I' can be answered quickly. It is shown

that, in a rather general model including all the commonly-used schemes,

rMn+qi P bro es to the table are needed in the worst case, provided

the key space is sufficiently large. The effects of smaller key space

and arbitrary encoding are also explored.
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1. Introduction.

Given a set S

a basic information

queries "Is j in

of n distinct keys from a key space M = (1,2,...,m] ,

retrieval problem is to store S so that membership

S ?'* can be answered quickly, Two commonly used

schemes are the sorted table and the hash table. In the first case,

a query can be answered in rlg(n+l)l probes by means of a binary
*

search. f The hash table scheme has a good average-case cost, but requires

O(n) probes in the worst case for typical hashing schemes. Looking through

various alternative methods, one gets the feeling that -log n probes

must be necessary in the worst case, if the key space M is large and

we only use about minimal storage space. Our purpose is to study the

truth of this statement. The question is nontrivial, as the existence

of hashing suggests the possibility of schemes drastically different

from, and perhaps superior to, the sorted table.

Before presenting technical results, let us try to put the subject

of this paper in perspective. In the literature, efficient methods have

been devised to perform various primitives in data manipulations [1][7].

For example, a sequence of n "DELETE", "INSERT", "MIN" instructions

can be performed in O(n log n) time. However, lower bounds to the

complexity of these problems are lacking, except in rather restricted

models (for example, [ 81 [14] [16]). Since efficient data structures

may utilize the full power of a random access machine (e.g. [19]), it

is of great interest to study the complexity problems in more general

models, i.e., those equipped with some address-computing capabilities,

This paper is one step in that direction, by studying perhaps the simplest

*
-/ lg denotes logarithm with base 2.
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of such data structuring problems. Hope-y, one can derive interesting

results for other problems in similar frameworks. (For related study

regarding bitwise-random-access-machines, see [5],[6],[9].)



2. The Wisdom of Using Sorted Tables.- - -

In this section we show that for large key space, Vg(n+l)l

probes are required to answer the membership problem in a rather general

model. This model encompasses all common schemes such as hashing, sorted

tables, and linked list structures. For clarity, we first prove the

result in a simplified model. The general result will be given in

Theorem 1'.

The Basic Model.

%et the key space be M = {1,2,...,mJ . We are interested in storing

n distinct keys of M into a table of size n . A table structure y

specifies how any particular set of n keys are to be placed in the

table T . A search strategy 09 corresponding to 7 specifies, for

any given key K , how to perform a series of probes T(il) = ?, T(i2) = ?, ,..

into the table T , until one can claim whether K is in T or not. The

search strategy is fully adaptive, in the sense that each probing location

can depend on K and on all the previous probing results. The cost

c(T,I$)  of a (table structure, search strategy) pair is measured by the

number of probes needed in the worst case. The ccmplexity f(n,m) is

the minimum cost achievable by any such pair. Clearly f(n,m) 5 rlg(n+l)l .

To get some feeling on possible improvements over the sorted table

scheme, and on the ultimate limitation, we look at the simple case n = 2 ,

m=3. It is easy to see that 2 probes are needed to decide whether

K = 2 is in T if a sorted table is used. However, the "cyclic" table

in Figure 1 allows us to answer any query in just 1 probe, as the first

entry of T determines the entire table. Note that these are the only two

non-isomorphic table structures (up to the renaming of keys and table

locations) for this case.
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sorted table

2 probes

cvclic table

1 probe

Figure 1. The sorted table is not optimal for n = 2 , m = 3 .



Thus, sorted table is not optimal for n = 2 , m = 3 . We shall

now show, however, that sorted table is optimal as soon as n = 2 ,

m = 4 (hence for all n = 2 , m > 4 ).

Any table structure for n = 2 , m = 4 can be uniquely represented

as a directed graph on four labelled vertices (1,2,3,4) . We draw an

edge i3j if the pair {i, j) is stored as
a
ij. For example,

the graph in Figure 2 represents a table structure with Cl,&] stored

as m14 9 and (2,4) as 4 2
a

, etc. For any three vertices

in the graph, the edges between them may or may not form a directed cycle.

It is not hard to show that, for any such graph on four vertices, there

exist three vertices among which the edges are acyclic. In Figure 2,

[L3,43 is such a set of three vertices. If we consider the set of

keys corresponding to these vertices as a subspace with m = 3 , we find

that we are storing these keys as a "permuted" sorted table, i.e., it

differ; from the sorted table only in a new ordering 3 +l + 4 of the

elements (Figure 3). But this means that any searching strategy for this

table structure must make 2 probes in the worst case. This proves that

fb4) > 2 Y hence the sorted table is optimal for n = 2 , m > 4 .- -

The preceding statement generalizes to any fixed n . That is, the

sorted table scheme is optimal for any fixed n , provided that the key

space is large enough.

Theorem 1. For every n , there exists an N(n) such that

f(n, 4 = r lg(n+l) 1 for all m 2 N(n) .

Proof. We need the following lemma, which can be proved by an adversary

argument.
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Figure 2. A typical table structure for n = 2 , m = 4 ,

13141
Figure 3. The "permuted" sorted table corresponding to

[1,3,4] from Figure 2.



Lemma 1. If a table structure stores the keys of a table in sorted

order (or according to some fixed permutation), then rlg(n+l)l  probes

are needed in the worst case by any search strategy, provided that

m > 2n-1 and n>2.- -

Proof of Lemma 1. We will construct an adversary strategy to show that

rlg(n+l)l probes are required to search for the key value K = n of

the space {1,2,...,m]  . The construction is by induction on n . For

n= 2 and m > 3 , it is easy to see that 2 probes are required. Let

no>2. Assume the induction hypothesis to be true for all n < no ,

we will prove it for n = n0' -m > 2n0-1 and K = no . BY smetry,

assume that the first probe position p satisfies P 5 ho/21 l The

adversary answers T(P) = P . Then the key no may be in any position

i where rno/2? +l < i 5 no . In fact, T(rno/21+l) through T(no)

is a sorted table of size n' = Lno/2J which may contain any subset

of {rn0/21+1, h0/21+2, . . ..M} ? and hence in particular any subset

of the key space M' = [rn /21+1,
0

rn /21+2, . . ..m-rn0/21} .
0

The

size m' of M' satisfies

ml = m-2rn0/21 2 (2n0-1) - 2rno/21

L 2Ln0/2J-1

= 2n' -1 ,

and the desired key no has relative value K' = no-[no/21 =n' in

the key space M' . By the induction hypothesis, rig(nf+l)l more

probes will be required. Hence the total number of probes is at least

i+ rlg(nf+i)l = 1+ rig(Lno/2J+l)l  2 rlg(no+l)l . This completes

the induction step. 0
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To prove Theorem 1, the idea is to show that, if m is large enough,

then for any table structure 7 , there is a set So of 2n-1 keys with

the following property: given any n-key subset A & So , the table

structure always arranges the keys of A according to same fixed

permutation. Lemma 1 will then imply the rlg(n+l) 1 bound.

To this end, let us partition a, the family of n-key subsets

of M, into n! parts as follows. For each A = (j, <j, < . . . < j
n ]~a,

let TA be the table formed under 7 s We assign A to the group

c(i ,i ,
1 2 . ..'l�☺ if TA(il) = j,, TA(i2) = j,, l . . , TA(in) = jn . The

collection (c(i 1' i2’ l l .� in) \ (il�i2y  l . +.☺ is a permutation of p, 2’ l 4}�)
forms a partition of Q .

Claim. If m is sufficiently large, then there exists a set of 2n-1

keys So c (1,2,...,m] such that, for all n-key subsets A 5 So , we

have AE c(il,i2,...,in) , where (ilyi2,...,in)  is a fixed permutation.

By our earlier discussion, this would imply Theorem 1. It remains to

prove the claim. We make use of the following famous combinatorial

theorem (see, e.g. [3]).

Ramsey's Theorem. For any k, r, t , there exists a finite number R(k,r,t)

such that the following is true. Let S = {1,2,...,m}  with m > R(k,r,t) .

If we divide the family of all r-element subsets of S into t parts,

then at least one part contains all the r-element subsets of some k

elements of S .

Cur claim follows from Ramsey's Theorem, by choosing r = n , t = n!

and k = 2n-1 . This proves Theorem 1 with N(n) = R(2n-1, n, n!) . Q



Generalization. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, .

Theorem 1 holds under more general conditions. In the general setting,

a table may contain "pointers" and duplicated keys. Formally, we have

a universe M of m keys, a set P of p special symbols (pointers),

and an array T containing q cells. Let S CM be any subset of n

keys. We store S in T where each cell may contain any element in

the set SUP . Each key in S may appear several times or none at all.

A rule for determining the above assignment is a table structure “J .

Defining search strategies IBM as before, we measure the cost c(s,Bp)

by the number of probes to answer the membership query in the worst case.

The complexity f( n, m,p,q) is the minimum cost achievable by such a pair.

Theorem 1'. For any n, p, q , there exists an N(n,p,q) such that

f(n,m,p,q) = r hdn+u 1 for all m 2 N(n,p,q) .

*Proof. As the proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1, we shall only

sketch it. Clearly, we need only prove that f(n,m,p,q) > rlg(n+l)l-

for all large m .

Let =I be any table structure. To each n-key subset S , we assign

a q-tuple (i l’i2’-~’ iq) with l<_il<n+p, where '5
= k if T[R]

contains the k-th smallest key in S and iQ = n+j if T[R] contains

the j -th pointer. This partitions the family of all n-key subsets into

(n+P)q classes. If m 2 R(2n-1, n, (n+p)') , then by Ramsey's theorem,

there exists a set So of 2n-1 keys all whose n-key subsets are in

the same class. By definition, all tables for n-key subsets S 5 So

contain identical pointers in each location, and hence tables are

distinguished only by the keys stored in the tables. Now, in these
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tables, the set of locations containing a given key depends only on

the relative ranking of the key in the n-key subset. Therefore,

from the viewpoint of search strategies, these are sorted tables (with

possible missing keys). By Lemma 1, it takes rlg(n+l)l probes in

the worst case. As 7 is arbitrary, this proves the theorem. IJ

We may further allow the set S to have non-unique representations

as a table (as is the case of hash tables, search trees), since this

obviously will not improve the worst-case cost. Thus, the present model

allows for the use of linked lists, search trees, and all common hashing
techniques, etc.
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3. When Is One Probe Sufficient‘?

The numbers N(n) in Theorem 1 are extremely large even for

moderate n . Thus the result is not too useful in practical terms.

It is of interest to understand f(n,m) for smaller m , We therefore

ask the following equivalent question: Given n, k , what is the maximum

m such that f(n,m) = k ? Call this number g(n,k) . Hence if, and

only if, there are more than g(n,k) possible keys, then we have to use

more than k probes in the worst case. The determination of g(n,k)

is difficult, but we can determine it in one special case.

Theorem 2.

{

3 if n=2,
dn,l) =

2n-2 if n>2.

Proof. We shall give a proof for the lower bound to g(n,l) , by

exhibiting a l-probe table structure for the asserted nurriber of keys.

.The other part of the proof, i.e., that no table structure

a l-probe search for a larger key space, involves lengthy

and will be left to Appendix A.

can achieve

case analysis

For the case n = 2 , m = 3 , the "cyclic" table discussed earlier

has an obvious l-probe search strategy. Now, let n > 2 and m = 2n-2 ,

we describe a table structure allowing a l-probe search strategy.

Consider the situation as m people sharing an apartment building

with n rooms. We need a method so that, no matter which n people

appear at the same time, we can assign them in such a way that it is

possible to determine if person j is here by looking up the occupant

of one particular room (dependent on j ).
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We shall use K.
J

to stand for the person j (1 < j < m) . Let- -

us call K. and K
3 n+j

the tenants of room j , for 1 < j < n-2 ;

K. is the lower tenant and Kn+j
the upper tenant. For ram n-l ,

3

Kn-l
is a lower tenant,

are no upper tenants for

When a group of n

following steps.

and for room n , K
n is a lower tenant, There

these two special rooms, (See Figure 4.)

people show up, we make the assignment by the

( >i

( >ii

(iii)

If room j (1 < j < n-2) has only one tenant present, assign that- -

tenant to the room.

If a room j (1 < j < n-2) has both tenants present, let the- -

upper tenant go to a room which has no tenants here.

Those people left unassigned are

are also here, or are keys K
n-l

do not occupy the rooms of which

shift will do).

either tenants whose upper tenants

Y Kn l We assign them so that they

they are tenants (e.g., a cyclic

The last step can always be accomplished, for we can argue that if there

is at least one person left in (iii), then there are at least two. Indeed,

either (a) assume neither Kn 1 nor Kn , is present, then at least two

rooms j (1 < j < n-2) have both tenants present, or- - 04 assume exactly

one of K , K
n-l n is present, then there must be another j (1 < j < n-2)- -

with both tenants present, or (c) both Kn l and K are present.
n

For exmple, assume in Figure 5, the group {1,2,3,6,7,9,10,12}  show up.

Steps (i), (ii), ( iii) are illustrated.

To answer if K.
3

is in the table, we look at the room of which it

is a tenant.

13



tenants 9 10 11 12 13 14

room

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I ! I I I I I I
12 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 4. The association between tenants and rooms in the proof

of Theorem 2.

9 10 12

step (i)
1

I

.
6 .

step (ii)

I I 3

step (iii)
b

r 1
2

.,

Figure 5. An illustration of steps (i

assignment.

) (- iii ) in the
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(a) If K.
3

is there, then it is in the table.

(b) If an upper tenant of some other room is there, then K
j

is not

in the table.

(c) If a lower tenant of some other room is there, then K. is in
J

the table.

It is straightforward to verify the correctness of the answers. This

proves g(n,l) > 2n-2 for n > 2 .

It remains to prove the upper bounds for g(n,l) . We have shown

g(2,l) < 4 in Section 2. The proof of g(n,l) < 2n-2 for n > 3

will be left to Appendix A. 0

Remark. It is somewhat surprising that the l-probe schemes used in

the above proof are optimal, as they look quite arbitrary. In particular,

why do we need two special rooms n-l and n ? Figure 6 shows that the

scheme fails if we have only one special room (and 2n-1 keys). The

arrival of keys 1,2,...,n- l,n+l will make the accomodation  impossible.

15



09 10 11 12 13 14 15

Figure 6. Failure of the l-probe scheme with 2n-1 keys.
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4. Searching in Two Probes.

How strong is Theorem l'? It appears to be a robust result,

considering its generality. However, the following surprising result

demonstrates that it depends heavily on the fact that keys outside of

the set S may not be present in the table.

Theorem 3. There exists a number N'(n) such that, if m > N'(n) ,-

then by adding 1 extra cell in a sorted table, the search can always

be accomplished in 2 probes. (The content in the extra cell is allowed

to be any integer between 1 and m .)

Proof. We define a concept called "k-separating systems?. Let

M = Cl 2' Y...'~) and n > 0 an integer. An n-separator F =
(A14 Y2 . . dn)

is an ordered n-tuple of subsets Ai & M which are mutually disjoint.

An n-separating system for M is a family of n-separators such that,

for any n elements xl < x2 < . . . < xn of M , there exists (not

necessarily unique) a member F = (A ,A ,...,An)ey
1 2

with x. EA. for1 1

i = 1,2,...,n . Let us use ~b5,x2,“.‘xn) to denote this F . For

n
YE UAj Y use J(F,y) to denote the j with yeA. ,

j=l 3

We now show how to design a 2-probe structure with the help of

an n-separating system 3 for M l Let 3 = [Fl,F2,...,F1] . For

each n-tuple a =
("1 < x2 < .,. < Xn) drawn from M , let

Fi(a) = ~(X~YX~Y •~~‘Xn)  l For the moment assume that I I3; = R <m .-

We organize the table as shown in Figure 7.

To test if a number yeM is in the table, one first probes at

cell 0 to find i(a) , then makes a second probe at position J(F
i(a)'Y > l

The number y is in the table if and only if it is in this location.

17



sorted table

cell 0 1 2 3

Figure 7. A 2 -probe table.
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Reason: Let Fi(a) = (Al,A2,...,~) ; if y is in the table, then yeAj

with j=J(F
i(a)'Y > ' and hence must be in the j -th cell. ' It remains to

examine the condition that I < m . We need the following combinatorial

lemma.

Lemma 2. There exists an n-separating system 3 for S with

131 < 4n'*(lg m)n-l .

Proof. See Appendix B. 0

2
It follows from the lemma that, if 4n l (lg m)n-l < m , then the

2'-probe scheme works. The condition is satisfied if m 2 N'(n) = 216n' .

This proves Theorem 3. c3

Bob Tarjan [private communication] has improved the bound N'(n)

in Theorem 3 to exp(c n log n) by a samewhat different construction.

In the proof of Theorem 3, the table structure used has a "directory"

at cell 0 . To retrieve a key y , one consults the directory to probe

a cell which would contain j if and only if y is in the table.

(Tarjan's construction also follows this pattern.) It is of interest

to find tight bounds on m , n for such table structures (call them

canonical 2 -probe structures) to exist. Define a primitive n-separating

system 3; for M = {1,2,...,m) to be a family of n-separators such

that, for any n distinct elements x1,x2'...,xn of M , there exists

a member F = (A ,A
1 2

,...,A,) E 3; with each Ai containing exactly one x. .
J

Let b(m,n) be the minimum size of such a primitive n-separating system.

It can be shown that m _>b(m,n) is a necessary and sufficient condition

for a canonical 2-probe structure to exist, Ron Graham [private communication]

showed that asymptotically b(m,n) < A!& en log m by a nonconstructive

argument, which implies the existence of a canonical 2-probe structure

whenever m 2 exp(cn) for some constant c > 0 .
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5 . Conclusions.

We have discussed the complexity of the "membership" retrieval

problem. The main conclusions are, roughly, when the wordsize is large,

sorted tables are optimal structures if only the addressing -power of

a random-access machine can be used, but far from optimal once arbitrary

encoding of the information is allowed in the table. These results are

mainly of theoretical interest, although Theorem 3 suggests that there

may be fast retrieval schemes in more practical situations. The Ramsey

type technique used in the proof of Theorem lmay have wider applications.

Ron Rivest [private communication] has used it to prove a conjecture

concerning [12]. Below we mention some subjects for future research.

We have proved the optimality of sorted tables in a rather general

framework (Theorem 1'). It would be nice if the threshold value N(n)

can be substantially lowered. Also the exact determination of quantities

such as g(n,2) poses challenging mathematical questions.

When arbitrary encoding is allowed, we obtained a rather curious

result (Theorem 3). In either of the extreme cases mm n and m > 2
16n2

9

one needs at most 2 probes to decide if an item is in a table. In the

former case the addressing power, and in the latter case, the encoding

power contribute to fast retrieval. It would be interesting to study

the problem for intermediate values of m . Tarjan and Yao [18] have

shown that, when m grows at most polynamially in n , one can retrieve

in O(1) -probes with a O(n) -cell table. The question is still open

II-for other ranges of m , say, m = 2 n . Another direction of research

is to study the effect of restricting the decoding procedures.
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A main theme of this paper is to discuss the membership problem in

a word-length-independent framework (by letting m -) CO ). We list some

open problems of prime importance in this framework, which are indirectly

related to the membership problem.

(1) It is easy to construct similar models for more complex data

manipulation problems such as executing a sequence of "INSERT", "DELETE",

"MIX" . We conjecture that, unlike the membership problem, non-constant

lower bounds exist even if arbitrary encoding is allowed.

(2) The Post-Office Problem [4] [13]: Consider n points v1,v2,...,v
n

onan mxm lattice (with m --) a ). Can we encode them in cn cells so

that, given any point on the lattice, one can find the nearest v
i

in

O(1) probes? In fact, this problem is unresolved even in the one-

dimensional case.

(3) Sorting Networks: In the usual Boolean networks for sorting n

inputs in [O,l] , it is known [lo] that one need only use O(n) gates

ArVt--l* If we consider gates that are functions from MxM to M ,

can one build a sorting network for n inputs from M , with O(n) gates

as m --) ;D ? In general, the study of such networks for function

computation would be interesting, See Vilfan [20] for some discussions

on the formula size -Droblems.
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A Bibliographic Note. The complexity of the membership problem'was first

raised in Minsky and Papert [g, pp. 2&22l], where it was called the

exact match problem. The model was formulated on a bitwise-access machine,

with the complexity defined as the average number of bits needed to be

examined for a random table. This model, especially the n = 1 case,

was further examined by Elias and Flower [6], but the problem has not

been solved completely even for this special case, Wordwise-access models

were used in several recent papers. Sprugnoli's  work [15] dealt with

efficient hash functions, and is closely related to the materials in

Section 4 of the present paper. Tarjan [17] showed that tables of size

O(n) and retrieval time O(log* n) can be achieved, if m is at most

polynomial in n ; the retrieval time was improved to O(1) by Tarjan

and Yao [183. Also see Bentley, et. al. [2] and Munro and Suwanda [ll]

for other recent studies on related problems.
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Appendix A. Proof of Optimality  in Theorem 2.

In this appendix we complete the proof of Theorem 2 by showing that

g(n,l) 5 2n-2 for n > 3 . For convenience, the inductive proof will be-

organized in the following way. We shall first prove that, for any n > 3

and m = 2n-1 , a table structure allowing a l-probe search induces

a l-probe table structure for nr = n-l and m' = 2n'-1 . Then we

shall demonstrate that, for n = 3 and m = 2n-1 = 5 , there cannot be

any l-probe table structure. This immediately implies g(n,l) < 2n-1

for all n >3, completing the proof.

Suppose there is a l-probe table structure 7 for n,m = 2n-1 where

n>3. For 1 < j < 2n-1 , let I- - j
be the location to examine when

key 2 is to be retrieved. Clearly, some location will be I
3

for at

least two distinct j . Without loss of generality, assume that

ll = I2 = 1 , i.e., the content in T[l] determines whether key 1

and/or key 2 are in the table. For i=1,2,let Yi denote the set

of keys j such that T[l] = j implies the presence of key i in the

table, and let Ni = [1,2,...,mj-Yi  . Certainly, T[l] E Ni if and only

if key i is not in the table. Note that leYl and 2eY2 , We

distinguish 4 possibilities:

Case I. 2eY1,1eY2;

Case II. 2eNl,leN2;

Case III. 2eY17 leN2;

Case IV. 2eNl> 1cY2.

We shall show that these cases either are impossible or imply the existence

of a l-probe table structure for n' = n-l and m' = 2n'-1 . The

following simple fact is relevant.
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Fact 1. I IN > n-l for i = 1, 2 .
i-

Proof. Otherwise, let Yf c Yi-{i) with IYi\ = n . The table T-

storing Yi will have ‘[‘I E Yi f contradicting the absence of key i . 0

LemmaAl. Case I is impossible.

Proof. By Fact 1, NlI I > n-l . Let FL,x2,...,xn l~Nl . Then the-

set {~,~,~~,...,x~-~j cannot be satisfactorily arranged in a table T .

A key x.
3

in cell 1 would imply the absence of key 1 , and key 1

in cell 1 would imply the presence of key 2 . 0

LemmaA2. Case II is impossible.

Proof. By Fact 1, IN11 > n-l . Let 2,x ,x
1 2 Y l .a, X EN Then the- n-2 1 l

set {Lw-px,,...,xn~2) cannot be arranged in a table T . A key x.
J

or 2 in cell 1 would imply the absence of key 1 , and key 1 in

cell 1 would imply the absence of key 2 . 0

Lemma A3. Case III and Case IV both imply the existence of a l-probe

table structure for n' = n-l and m' = 2n'-1 .

Proof. We need only prove the lemma for Case III; Case IV merely switches

the roles of keys 1 and 2 in Case III.

Claim 1. NI I = n-l .
2

Proof. By Fact 1, \N~( > n-l . Suppose I IN2
> n-l , let

L~>x~,-~~-~EN~  . Then there is no way to accomodate {2,xl,x2,...,xn l]

in a table T . A key x.
J

in cell 1 would imply the absence of key 2 ,

and key 2 in cell 1 would imply the presence of key 1 , We conclude

that 1~~1 = n-l . 0
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Because of Claim 1, we can write N2 = {1,3,4,.. .,n} and

Y2 = 12, n+l, n+2, . . . ,2n-1) , renaming the keys in {3,4,...,2n-13

if necessary.

Claim 2. Yl = Cl,25 .

Proof. Otherwise, let {1-,2,x) c Yl . If XE {3,4,.. .,nj , then we

cannot arrange the set {x, n+l,n+2, . . . . 2n-13 in T , since T[l] = x

would imply the presence of key 1 and T[l] = n+j would imply the

presence of key 2 . If xe {n+l, n+2, . . . , 2n-13 , then we cannot

arrange the set (x,2,3,...,n] in T by a similar reasoning. 3

It follows from Claim 2 that Nl = {3,4,.. .,2n-1') .

Claim 3. In a table T formed from an n-key subset {l,xl,x2,.,.,xn l) ,

where x
j
# 2 for all j , key 1 always appears in cell 1 .

Proof. Otherwise, T[l] = x. for some j , implying the absence of
J

key 1 . cl

Claim 4. For 3 < j < 2n-1 ,a - Ij+l'

Proof. By Claim 3, any n-key subset
sO with 1~ So , 2k S() will have

key 1 in cell 1 . Therefore, the key stored in T[l] cannot decide

if j&3
0 l

0

Consider the set of tables for storing all the n-key subsets

{L x1_> X2’ l l � Y ⌧n-l ]
with xj # 2 for all j . Because of Claims 3 and 4,

cell 1 always contains key 1 , and if we eliminate cell 1 from

all these tables, we are left with a l-probe table structure for all the

(n-l) -key subsets of 13 4, ,...,2n-11 . This proves Lemma A3. 0
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We have completed the first part of the proof for g(n,l) < 2n-2 .-

Namely, the existence of a l-probe table structure for n,m = 2n-1

b_>3) implies the existence of such a structure for n' = n-l ,

m' = 2n'-1 .

It remains to prove that no l-probe table structure exists for

n=3,m=5. Assume that such a structure exists, we proceed to

demonstrate a contradiction, By the preceding analysis, we can assume

that al = l2 = 1 , a32”4d5 # 1 Y Yl = (W'] Y Nl = [3,4,5] ,

Y2 = [2,4,5] , and N2 = (ly33 .

As the naming of keys 4 and 5 is still arbitrary, we can assume

that the tables storing sets {L3,4] y {1~3~5] y {$4~5} are as shown

in Figure Al. (Note that key 1 has to be in cell 1 , and the remaining

have to be in a cyclic order.) Next consider how the table structure

arranges S = {2,3,4) a-d {2,3,5] . Keys 2 and 3 cannot be in

cell 1 because T[ll = 2 would imply 1~s and because T[l] = 3

would imply 21 s , Thus the arrangements can only be:

{2,3,43 4 either (a) (4,2,3) Y

or w (4,3,2) Y

and

{2,3,5] -+ either (a)' (5,2,3)  Y

or ( >b ' (5,3,2)  Y

where (i,j,k) means that cells 1, 2, 3 contain keys i, j, k ,

respectively. There are four possibilities, namely (a) x (a)' ,

(4 x 04' y 04 x (a>' y ad w ⌧ W� l
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test for

keys 1, 2

T: r"m

ClY3Y43  4 1 3 4

{l-,4,53  -) 1 4 5

P,3,5] -) 1 5 3

Figure Al. A partial configuration for the l-probe table

structure.

test for

keys 1, 2
(L

l *

.

13 4

14 5

15 3

4 3 2

5 2 3

FigureA2. Our knowledge about the table structure after

taking Claim 5 into consideration.
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Claim 5. Q-J-Y w x(4' may be possible,

Proof. If (4 x (a>' or 04 x 04' Y then one cannot test in one probe

whether key 4 is in the table (recall that ‘4 # 1 >* If (4 x 04' Y

again one cannot test in one probe whether key 4 is in the table --

if I4 = 2 then the tables (L3,4) and (5,3,2) cannot be distinguished,

and if I4 = 3 then (1,5,3) and (4,2,3) cannot be distinguished,

Therefore, the table structure must contain the tables shown in Figure A2. 0

How is the set {3.?4,53 arranged as a table? One cannot put key 4

or 5 into cell 1 since that would imply the presence of key 2 , Also,

the arrangement as (3,4,5) would make it impossible to test for key 3

(since there is a (L4Y5) >* Thus, it has to be arranged as (3,5,4) .

We now assert that R
5

= 2 and j4 = 3 , To test for key 5 at

cell 3 cannot distinguish (L3Y4) and (3,514) Y and to test for

key 4 at cell 2 cannot distinguish (L5,3) and (3~5~4) . our

knowledge about the l-probe table structure thus far is summarized in

Figure A3.

To fill in the slots for [1,2,4] and {l,2,5] , we note that key 2

has to be put into cell 1 since both keys 1 and 2 are here. The

only possibility for {1,2,5} is (2,5,1) ; the alternative (2,1,5)

would jeopardize the test for key 4 , since L4Y5 > is already there.

This also means that T[3] = 1 implies the absence of key 4 , It

follows that {1,2&J has to be arranged as (2,1,4) . The known part

of the table structure is shown in Figure A4,

However, there is now no way to test for key 3 1 If we probe at

cell 2 , the two tables (3,5,4) and (2,5,l) cannot be distinguished;
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test for test for test for

keys L2 key 5 key 4

1 3 4

1 4 5

1 5 3

4 3 2

5 2 3

3 5 4

Figure A3. More knowledge about the table structure.

test for test for test for

keys 1, 2 key 5 key 4

Figure A4. Adding (2,5,1)

structure.

and (2,1,4) to the
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if we probe at cell 3 , the tables OY3Y 4) and (2,1,4) will look

the same. This contradicts the definition of a table structure allowing

a l-probe search strategy.

We have thus proved that no l-probe table structure can exist for

n= 3,m=5. This completes the proof for g(n,l) < 2n-1 b 23)

and hence Theorem 2. 0
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Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 2,

Let m 2 k 2 2 and S = {lt2,...rm]  . We shall construct a

k-separating system 9 for S , such that ISI <_ 4k2(lg m)k-l .

We agree that the O-separating system is fl , and the l-separating

system for any Tis .CT1 The system 3 will be recursively constructed,

in the lexicographic order of
ow-4 l

Divide S consecutively into k

almost equal blocks Sl,S2,...,Sk  with ISi\ = mi = L(m+i-l)/kJ . We

shall define 9 as the union of the following families of k-separators,

to be described in a moment: a, and ~(nl,n2,...,n,) , where 0 < ni < k

are integers satisfying z' ni = k .
i

Let Fi = (Ail,Aipy . . ..Aik) be a k-separator for the set Si ,

l<i<k.- - The direct sum F10F2&..@Fk is the k-separator

(AlyA2,...,Ak) , where Aj = u Aij . Let t > 0 and, for each
i

l<i<k, Yi= {FilyFi2,- - ,..,Fit)  be a family of k-separators

for Si . Define the direct sum 31@3;2@...@%  to be the family

of k-separators for S , 3 = {F ,F ,...,F ) , where-1 2 t

F.
J
= FljOF2j@...@Fkj for l<j<t, We now construct a as- -

follows. Let Yi (1 < i < k) be a k-separating system for S. ,- - 1
f*constructed recursively. For each j , add arbitrary k-separators

into 3.
J

so that the resulting family 3;'.
J

has t = max siI I elements.
i

We now define a= ~i~~~o...o~'  .
k

For each x1 < x2 < . . . < xk ,

there is clearly a k-separator F = (Al,A2,...,~)~~ that "separates"

the x's (i.e.,
such that xj ' A

j for all j ), if Cl.1 xj are in the

same block S
i'

*
f We agree that yi = %!I if k > ISi\ . Also note that, when k > ISi\ ,

any k-separator (Al,A2,...,%) for Si must have some Aj = p .
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For each (nl,n2,.. .

the family of separators

f=j-lY Bbpp ..e, yJ

Otherwise, for each 1 <- i < k , let g"i bean ni -separating system-

for Si , recursively constructed. Denote by B(nlyn2, . . ., %) the family

Y nk) that satisfies 0 < ni < k and yni= k,- i

h,, n2, l l . , nk) is constructed as follows. The

is empty, if there is some i such that ni > m. .1

of all k-separators of the form

F = (AU,~2y~~~yAlnl)A21y~~~yA2n  y-.y~ > y where each
2 k

(Ail,Ai2,...,Ain  )E$' . For any XI, < xQ < . . . < x,, in S such
i
-L

that exactly ni of

is some k-separator

Let 3 = au

the x's are in Si for each i , clearly there

in &yn2, l l l ynk ) that separates the x 3.

u B(n,9n,y...ynk) \ . Then 3 is a k-separating

\ n's - -
-^

1 /

system for S , as implied by the properties of a and /=j stated above.

Let fk(n) denote the size of $? constructed this way, Then, by

definition,

k
f,(m) = max[fk(rm/kl > I fk(irn/kJ >] +

for m>k>2 .- - (B1)

We adopted in (Bl) the convention that fo(mi) = 1 , and fn (mi) = 0
i

if ni >m. .
1

Fact 2. For each k > 2 , f,(m) is a non-decreasing function of m ,

Proof. Using (Bl), one can prove it by induction on (k,m) ,

lexicographically. r]
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f
*

We shall now prove, by induction on k , the following formula:

f,(m) 5 4k2 (lg m)k-l for m>k>l . 032)

The formula is obviously true for k = 1 . Let k >l , we shall prove

(B2) , assuming that it is true for all smaller values of k . First we

prove the following fact.

Fact 3.
t

For m = k , where t > 1 is an integer, we have-

fk(m) < 4
k2 1

( 4

Proof. Using

>

k-l
lgm .

Bl), Fact 2, and the induction hypothesis, we have

C' CniM1> . .
> 5 fk(m/k) + c 4

O<n.<k for all i

In (B3), the summations c' are over those i with ni f 0 . The second

term in (B3) is at most

4(k-l)2+l(lg  ,)k-2 < 4k2-k+2(lg ,)k-2
.-

Thus, (B3) implies

*
J We interpret O0 tobe 1.
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fk(m) 5 fk(m/k) + 4k2($lgm)k-2

<_ fk(m/k2) + 2.4k2(+g m ),.'

< . . .

5 (‘Ogk m, 4"'(: lg m )"-'

<, 4k2(+lgm)k-1  . Cl

For general m , let
t-1
k

t
< m < k where t 2 2 . By Facts 1 and 3,-

fk(m) 5 4k2( $ lg kt y-l

5 4
k2

(lg m)k-l .

This completes the inductive proof for (B2), and hence Lemma 2. 0
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